The rapid development of P2P technologies and appearing scope of applications involving it will help to solve a lot of optimization problems and improve the QoS for data delivery services. This paper is an extension of previous papers devoted to modelling P2P media streaming service and describes the design and simulation software architecture of P2P streaming network with buffering mechanism for a single media stream. We consider mathematical model in the form of discrete Markov chain taking into account the so-called lag -the time delay of data transfer between peers, download strategies and possible peer groups according to distances between them. Program algorithm is presented using UML activity diagram and the simulation results are shown.
INTRODUCTION
The popularity and breadth of P2P applications of have been growing recently as predicted (Basharin et al. 2013) . Among ordinary file sharing services a lot of other applications appear, such as P2P browsers, P2P instant messaging, P2P media streaming, video-ondemand, and even payment systems, e.g. Bitcoin currency. Distributed data and memory allocation, high scalability, and other advantages encourage investors to focus on new projects and start-ups which are based on P2P principles. By developing our simulator we believe it could be applied not only to plan new application tools, but also to be used by providers (support team) to reach required QoS and QoE parameters of P2P networking (Shen et al. 2010 , Adamu et al. 2010 ). This paper focuses on data exchange process between peers in P2P streaming network. During the playback process each user -peer -keeps downloading pieces of a media stream -chunks -from a source-server or other peers, caching them in his own buffer to provide a steady and continuous video playback. Each user shares recently downloaded chunks with other users. Modelling of buffering mechanism for P2P streaming network takes into account data transfer delays named lags and collisions -situations when a user cannot download data from another user because the latter does not have sufficient upload capability (Zhao and Shen, 2011) . The mathematical model is based on a discrete Markov chain and has been fully described in previous papers (Adamu et al. 2011; Gaidamaka et al. 2013 . The model covers data exchange process between peers and a source-server, peers' behavior while they are connected to P2P network, download strategy, etc. As a result of the mathematical approach, the exact expressions of performance measurements were obtained. Further we use simulation model (Gaidamaka and Vasiliev 2014) to find the probability of playback continuity and the probability of collisions. As a simulation approach presents good results and high accuracy of estimation, in this paper we continue our developing the simulator. The advantages of our P2P Streaming Network Simulator over similar software (Naicken et al. 2007 (Naicken et al. , 2013 is the ability to deal with lags and collisions, and graphical user interface. Chunk download strategy can be chosen as well among the most frequently used such as Latest First (LF) or Greedy (Gr) (Gaidamaka and Samuylov 2013) . This paper is organized as follows. First, we mention briefly the mathematical model which we use to analyze data transfer process between peers' buffers and show the expression for the probability of playback continuity. Further, the detailed simulation model and UML activity diagrams -as intermediate level to final software creation -along with algorithm are described. Finally we present the P2P Streaming Network Simulator, describe how it works, and illustrate some numerical examples.
MATHEMATICAL

MODELLING AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERICTICS
In this section we consider the mathematical model of buffering mechanism in P2P streaming networks. In previous papers the detailed description has been published, so here we outline only the key points. To build a strict mathematical model we need to make some assumptions. Suppose that P2P streaming network 
the sets of indexes of empty (1) and occupied (2) buffer's positions of n -user respectively:
Due to playback lag not all chunks from j -user's buffer are available to i -user. So define 
the set of i -user buffer positions that are available for data exchange with j -user. After that we define
the set of h -user buffer positions holding the chunks, that are missing in n -user's buffer. Then the index of the position to download a chunk according to download strategy
max M , , ,
We denote shifting operator ( ) S n x of vector ( ) n x that reflect the playback process after each time slot begins, so if at the instant 0
 X and analytical expressions for transition probability matrix were obtained in (Adamu et al. 2010) .
Performance Measures
Before the playback continuity and collision probabilities are obtained some additional function must be defined. Assume
the number of users who can upload a chunk from mposition of their buffers to n-user according to download strategy  in the state
. The probability that during the l-th time slot n-user will successfully download the chunk to his buffer's m-position is denoted by
, , l p n m are the probabilities that m-position of n-user's buffer is empty and occupied respectively at the l-th time slot. Then, we use the recursive relation to find all buffer state probabilities:
Assuming that there is equilibrium state of the Markov
we denote the probability that m-position
the probability that m-position of n-user's buffer is empty
Hence, the probability of playback continuity
C h be the number of users, which chose h-user as a target user at the l-th time slot. Then the probability of collision for h-user ( ) PC h can be obtained with formula:
P2P STREAMING NETWORK SIMULATION Simulators Overview
Before developing the tool, we studied a lot of simulators that are available at the moment, such as P2PSim, PlanetLab, PeerSim, GPS, PlanetSim, RealPeer, and PeerThing. Most of them are written in Java software language and with GPL or LGPL license. That means everybody can use it free of charge with no limits or restrictions. All of them are based on discreteevent driven architecture for structured or unstructured networks. P2PSim, GPS, and PeerThing are poorly scalable: they are not able to support more than 3000 nodes, while PeerSim, PlanetSim, RealPeer support 106 ones. The simulators are provided with GUI (graphical user interface), except PeerSim and RealPeer where a user is supposed to have recourse to console and thirdparty software. The simulator proposed in this paper has its own GUI with no need for third-party software usage. Our simulator is available as an open source with no license and based on discrete-event model that is developed in this paper. P2P Streaming Network Simulator gives an opportunity to collect rich statistics, such as chunk availability for a specified group (i.e. the probability that the buffer position of a peer is occupied with the correct chunk), the probability of chunk download to a certain buffer position, probability of collisions, probability of continuous playback, start-up latency, etc. The simulation results are presented in both text and graphical formats. Unlike our simulator, P2PSim produces restrained statistics in text format only, PlanetSim has no mechanism to gather statistics, but visualizer is available, and RealPeer has poor statistics in text format output. PeerSim and RealPeer provide neither debugging facilities nor GUI while P2P Streaming Network Simulator has GUI for both input and output. This tool is rather scalable, for example, the number of peers can be raised up to 10 6 , and P2PSim, PeerThing, and GPS support at most 2000-3000. One of the key properties of the developed simulator is availability to configure P2P streaming network in userfriendly way by dividing peers in up to three groups and assigning groups' sizes with corresponding characteristics. Besides, it is possible to configure different modelling scenarios by composing groups of neighbors in two ways according to Rule 1 or to Rule 2 described below. Usually simulators are based on the underlying network architecture. For example, P2PSim simulator is based on graphs, PeerSim has no modelled network and uses query-cycle architecture. Other simulators have their own properties: GPS is not supported by developers any more, that is why GPS can't be used for modeling modern network characteristics and protocols. PeerThing is hardly extensible and it supports only limited set of topologies. The key characteristic of P2P Streaming Network Simulator's interface is an opportunity to choose one of the five download strategies described below: RF (Rarest First) strategy, when chosen chunk to download is the rarest chunk in the network, Gr (Greedy) -when chosen chunk to download is the most popular chunk. LF (Latest First) and PF (Primary First) are simplified versions of the first two strategies when it selects the closest chunk to the begin/end to the buffer. Mi (Mixture) download strategy is a mix of two strategies -LF and Gr are used together.
Simulation Algorithm
In this section we give detailed description of simulation process. The blocks "Input data" and "Initialize objects" comprise a data input of the number of users, the size of buffers, download and upload capabilities, download strategy and forming of initial objects of modellingthe matrix X and the vectors lag , d and u .
The model of data exchange process provides users with different playback lag, so we assume that each user can be assigned to one of 3 groups according to the specified lags: lag 1 , lag 2 , lag 3 . The selection of peers to form for each user its group of neighbors is performed in the block "Form groups of neighbors". Since the model of data exchange process provides users with different playback lag, so we assume that each user can be assigned to one of 3 groups according to the specified lags: lag 1 , lag 2 , lag 3 . The group of neighbors for each peer has the constant size b . There are two possible ways to form the group of neighbors according to Rule 1 or Rule 2. The Rule 1 means that every peer has equal number of neighbors from each of the three groups. The Rule 2 algorithm divides users into different group of peers, those has different correlation of neighbors with different lag numbers. According to the Rule 2 peers with lag 1 have 3b/6 neighbors with lag 1 , 2b/6 neighbor's with lag 2 and b/6 with lag 3 . Peers with lag 2 have b/4 neighbor's with lag 1 , 2b/4 neighbors with lag 2 and b/4 with lag 3 . Peers with lag 3 have b/6 neighbors with lag 1 , 2b/6 neighbors with lag 2 and 3b/6 with lag 3 . The algorithm below represents Rule 1. To divide users with Rule 2 it's needed to change number of peers and their neighbors. Rule 2 implies that a peer has a half of neighbors from its own group, and other half is allocated between another groups of peers. if h ≠ n and h ∉ B n then
The block "Peers interaction and statistic collection" interpreted as peers' interaction during the chunk exchanging process and loading it to buffers we present separately. Pseudocode of selecting neighbors process and buffer's shift while playback starts are also presented below. Figure 1 shows the actions between server and users during the l -th time slot in the interval   3) Each user (n-user), not chosen by the server, randomly chooses one of his neighbors (i.e. h-user).
tries to download to its empty buffer's position from h-user one of the missing chunks according to formula (3) with download strategy  ; During simulation for each n-user we collect the availability of a chunk in each buffer's position and at the end of the experiment we calculate the probability of
and the probability of chunk availability in m-position in the network The GUI has 4 buttons: 1) "Russian" button to switch on language to Russian.
2) "Help" button calls for useful information and references.
3) "Clear" button clears all the fields. 4) "Start" button launches simulation. If the button clicked the input data cannot be edited. A progress bar starts. Download strategy corresponds to chunk policy loading into buffer's position. The menu "Download strategy"
consists of list   " "," "," "," "," "
LF RF Gr PF Mi .
Numerical Examples
To illustrate how P2P Streaming Network Simulator works we use the initial values given in (Naicken et al. 2007 (Naicken et al. , 2013 The bigger differences of lags are, the more they affect the QoE, e.g. the probability of playback continuity. It must be noticed that in real P2P streaming networks the playback lags are rather high. It's shown that Rule 2 is more efficient for each user in case of high lag values. We also simulate the case when users of Group 1 and Group 3 due to lags difference have no buffer maps confluence (no common buffers positions), and have to load chunks from the users of Group 2. In this case we got the highest probability of playback continuity for users of Group 2, because they have a wider choice of chunks to download from all the three groups. Opposite, users of Group 1 have the smallest probability of playback continuity, as they mostly have to exchange chunks only inside their own group. To illustrate this conclusion Figure 2 shows the buffer occupancy probability (on the left) and the probability of loading a specific chunk (on the right) for lags values of 0, 20, 40 for Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3 respectively. Basing on simulation results, most of which are not represented in this paper, an important conclusion could be made. If two users have buffer map confluence, then the user with higher lag value will have higher performance characteristics. Lack of buffer map confluence corresponds to a worse level of QoE parameters. Rather simple Rule 1 is not enough for a high level continuous playback.
SUMMARY AND FURTHER STUDY
Studies have shown that the main performance measures of streaming P2P-network, such as the probability of continuous playback and start-up latency, are significantly affected by three strategies: a neighbors selection strategy -to form groups of neighbors for each peer, a peer selection strategy -to select a peer from a corresponding group to avoid collisions, and a download strategy -to select a chunk within selected peer's buffer (Romero et al. 2012) . The mathematical models either don't take into account all these parameters (Adamu et al. 2010 , Gaidamaka and Samuylov 2013 or allow analysis only for small networks because of high computational complexity of the task . Therefore, the goal of our further research is the formalization of multicriteria optimization problem in order to maximize probability of continuous playback and minimize startup latency subject to restrictions on lags, peers' upload/download rates, as well as improving developed P2P Streaming Network Simulator so that it allows to solve the optimization problem. Notes and Comments. This work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (research projects 14-07-00090, 15-07-03051, 15-05-03608). Rule1. Group2
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